TBP binding capacity of the TATA box is associated with specific structural properties: AFM study of the IL-2R alpha gene promoter.
DNA is not only a nucleotide sequence which allows the binding of regulators but its intrinsic structural properties such as curvature and flexibility are also viewed as playing an active role in the regulation of transcription. Our combination of computer modelling and AFM imaging allow direct access to DNA curvature and flexibility. We have searched for these DNA structural features involved in transcription regulation within the IL-2Ralpha gene promoter. Investigation of these structural characteristics shows concordant results. First, in the core promoter, the region containing the functional TATA box shows intrinsic curvature associated with a peculiar distribution of flexibility. Both these inherent properties are characteristic of this region as compared with the other parts of the promoter. Second, the proximal promoter exhibits two important regions: a first one flexible and curved, followed by a segment of rigid linear DNA, each localised within one of the two Positive Regulatory Regions PRRI and PRRII respectively. Based on these observations, we propose different roles for DNA curvature and/or flexibility in promoter sequences.